Sports and culture in Sundbyberg SP1

Avanto Architects
Löyly public sauna, Helsinki

Architecture for Extreme Conditions
WOOD FOR GOOD
Study trip to Helsinki (end of first week, 2-3 days)

Avanto Architects
Löyly public sauna, Helsinki
Study trip to Helsinki (end of first week, 2-3 days)
Dorte Mandrup: Icefiord Centre, Greenland
Dorte Mandrup Råå preschool, Träpriset 2016
Wooden highrise & future cities

Solar powered wooden construction
(with Dinell Johansson / Berg)

Architecture for Extreme Conditions

WOOD FOR GOOD
Aix Architects, Copperhill Mountain Lodge, Åre 2008
Concrete experiments

SP3 (spring term)
Concrete experiments

SP3 (spring term)
Geisendorf: St Görans Gymnasium
Geisendorf: Swissair
A Competitive Edge
SP4 (spring term)

Axel Jogefalk, Honorary mention,
Carrara Thermal Baths Competition 2016
EXHIBITIONS
Exhibitions in Ostuni, Italy, June 2016
Upcoming Vernissage 24 October 2017, Bari, Italy
‘Bari Urban Expansion – visionary designs by KTH students
STUDIO 4 PROCESS
You keep a sketch book...
STUDIO 4 PRESENCE
We see you in the studio...
STUDIO 5 PRESENTATIONS
You make fantastic panels...
Studio 4 Diploma students
Federico Sforzi - Celsing Architectural Award 2017

‘WÉIJÌ – When wounds become opportunities’
A plan for the Italian town of Amatrice that was devastated by an earthquake in 2016.
Poblenou – Questioning 22@ An urban development strategy to rescue Barcelona from its political stronghold and secure small scale urban life and diversity inside Cerdá's blocks.
Studio 4 Diploma students
Kasja Stachura - Jury’s Honorary Mention 2017
Suspension of Disbelief, an exploration of fictional spaces that she created from a close reading of Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland.
Suspension of Disbelief, an exploration of fictional spaces that she created from a close reading of Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland.
Studio 4 Diploma students
Beatriz de Una Boveda, Jury’s Honorary Mention 2016
Studio 4 Diploma students
Kuba Kolec 2016
Jury’s Honorary Mention 2016
Thank you!
See you in the studio!
Thank you!
See you in the studio!
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WOOD FOR GOOD